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1. INTRODUCTION
    Given the climatic and geographic conditions fbund in the North American Arctic regions,

hunting, fishing and gathering of foods provides the basis of fbod production. For coastal

peoples, the sea offers a more plentifu1 and reliable source ofnutritious food than does the

inland tundra.

    Gathering is a seasonal activity in many Arctic regions that importEmtly supplements the

diet with shellfish, sea urchins, birds' eggs, and berries. Fishing is also seasonal: netting or

spearing fish as they descend rivers in the spring and retum to lakes in the fall, and some summer

and fall net-fishing in the sea or lakes; some winter and spring jigging and spearing fish through

holes in the ice also occurs. The fish fauna in the arctic regions is impoverished compared to

that fbund in temperate or Sub-Arctic marine areas, although in some areas ofthe Arctic there

is an abundance ofa few important fish species.

    For most Irmit, hunting is the most importani means of fbod prodnction. Migratory warm-

blQoded animals (e.g. whales, geese and seabirds, and caribou) arrive in abundance in the late

spring and early summer, and several seal species, walrus and polar bears may be fbund

throughout many areas during all seasons. At these high latitudes therefbre, biogeographic

factors strongly influence the food choices people make, with a variety of large-bodied and

locally-available marine mammals being the prefeiTed fbod sources [FREEMAN 1984].

    Hunting marine mammals-especially larger species such as whales-from small boats

                                                              'or on the sea ice and at the floe edge can be a dangerous activity, involving loss of hnnters at

                                    '                                    '
                                                                          59
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sea or on the sea-ice. Such dangers are somewhat reduced today due to the introduction of

modern technology. However, it is important when considering the cultural importance of

whaling to remember that these marine-hunting societies elaborated their systems ofbelief at

times when whaling was a far more dangerous activity than is arguably the case today. As a

consequence ofthe risks associated with whaling, many religious and ritual beliefs and ceremonial

practices became closely associated with whale hunting. Therefore it is not surprising that

among peoples who hunt and consume large whales, the act ofwhaling itself and celebrating

the whale is, in varying degrees, retained as a core feature of these hunting societies' social,

symbolic, aesthetic, ceremonial, spiritual, and dietary cultures to this day.

    Whaling is an open-water activity, and even though whales may be found throughout the

year in some regions of the Arctic, most are hunted from the edge of the land-fast ice in spring

or in open water in the summer and fa11. Although whales are hunted for only a few months

each year, these animals often provide sufficient meat, blubber and mattak (the skin and attached

blubber) to be part ofthe diet throughout the year. Methods of storing whale products include

freezing in ice-cellars dug into the permafrost, or in above-ground caches from September

though April when average air temperatures remain below freezing. Meat is also dried, and

mattak is stored in oil or subject to controlled femientation. Mattak from the bowhead whale

is noteworthy in that it can be stored unfrozen at cool temperatures without deteriorating

[FREEMAN et al. 1992: 61].

    In this paper, the continuing dependence of contemporary Inuit societies on whales and

whaling will be discussed. This longstanding dependence continues fbr a number of reasons,

including the economic and dietary importance of accessing highly preferred, customary, and

nutritionally-superior local foods, and the cultural and social importance ofhunting, processing,

distributing, consuming and celebrating whales. Such activities remain important for maintaining

Inuit social relationships and,cultural identity, as well as in reinforcing peoples' relatedness to

the living world upon which they depend. The means by which this latter relationship continues

to be sustained in the face of profbund changes in governance, demography, technological

transfbrmations, and a variety of other influences of modernization, will also be considered.

The entry point for this discussion is the importance placed on sustaining an appropriate humanf

food-resource relationship in Inuit society.

2. SOCIAL BASIS OF FOOD PRODUCTION

    The basic unit of fbod production in most traditional Inuit societies was the household,

generally consisting of a married couple and their unmarried children. Seasonal settlements,

which in most cases were small in size, consisted ofhouseholds ofrelated kin, with the eldest

active kinsman the "leader" of the settlement group-although in Inuit society, a high degree

ofindMdual autonomy is retained by household heads [SpENcER 1959: 151, 153,161; FREEMAN

1967: 163; DAMAs 1984: 400, 413-404; KEMp 1984: 472]. A larger and more structured form

of settlement organization was found in Ifiupiat whaling societies ofNorth Alaska where

whaling-crew solidarity was an important requirement [SpENcER 1959: 65, l40-144, 332-342;

WoRL 1980; see STEyENsoN 1997 for similar social arrangements in a Canadian Eastern Arctic

bowhead whaling community].
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    Settlements often relocated on a seasonal basis several times each year [SpENcER 1959:

140-141; FREEMAN 1967], with seasonal sites chosen to optimize access to important fbod

resources, for example, proximity to the sea-ice edge (a preferred hunting location) or to animal

migration routes. Some locations served as traditional trading sites or fbr staging large-scale

collective hunts, particularly whale drives [McGHEE 1974s FRiEsEN and ARNoLD 1995; LuclER

and VANsToNE 1995j.

    Within each Inuit household, a gender-based division of1al)our is found, although domestic

circumstances may vary the allocation oftasks. It is usual for men to undertake the hunting and

flensing ofwhales, with women processing some ofthe meat for immediate consumption and

drying some for later consumption. Women are considered critical to the success ofthe whale

hunt in some Inuit societies. For example, among bowhead hunters in North Alaska, women

are considered co-captains (or even captains) of the whaling crews-even ifnot being physically

present during the hunt:

Tllze whaling captain ls wijZi is like a genenal, Her nesponsibilities are so great that the captain cloesn e

go out to seek the whale.,. the captain ls wde... is the main catchex.. S7ze "brings in " the whale... she

makes it easierfor the captain to harvest a whale,., and is calleda "crew ccrptain

                         [Frank LoNG, in JoLLEs i995: 331; see also BoDENHoRN 1990).

    In the Eastern Canadian Arctic, women had to wash carefu11y to avoid frightening the

game, especially after giving birth or during their menses [SALADiN D'ANGLuRE 1984: 496].

Women used to sing special whaling songs on the beach during whale hunts, calling the whales

and thus making it easier fbr the hunters to be successfu1 [FREEMAN, James Bay field notes,

1966].

3. THE IMPORTANCE OF WHALES AS FOOD
    Inuit report a loss ofvitality, lack ofresistance to illness and a lessened sense ofwell-being

when not eating their customary local fbods. For these reasons, local fbods are highly preferred,

compared to imported foods [e.g., WEiN and FREEMAN 1992, WEiN et al. 1996; KLEivgyN 1996].

The reasons fbr these fbod preferences is summarized by a Greenlander in the following

words:

lhuitfoods give us health, well-being, and identicyL Iituitfoods are our way qf'lijie. 7btal health

includes spiritual well-being. FOr us to bejully healthy we must have ourfoocly, necognizing the

benofts they bring... threignfoods db not b"ing]'ay when we share them. 71ezay do not tiefomilies

andcommunities together and to one anothen Only inuitfoodsustains the inuit way oflijZi.

                                                             [EGEDE 1995].

    This is not to say that many Inuit do not eojoy eating a variety of imported or non-local

foods, but rather, that the diet is considered markedly incomplete ifit does not provide at least

periodic access to traditional foods [FREEMAN et al. 1998: 35-39].

    High among the preferred traditional fbod is mattak (the skin and blubber ofvarious whaJe
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species). So strong is the desire for mattak that Inuit elders in the Canadian Arctic have, on

numerous occasions [e.g., HAy et al. 2000: 56-57] expressed extreme sadness at the thought

ofnot eating bowhead mattak before they die-even though mattak ofnarwhals and beluga

whales remains part of their customary diet today:

77ze three men who killed the bowhead Iin 1994, didsof because an elcierly man who was dying

wanted to taste fthefoocU bEzfZ)ne he cfied 71ipe Lfooall.fi'om the whale was shanedwith thepeqple of

that community cLs well as other conimunities. [Sheena MAcHMER, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 33].

Ady granciparents and maay relatives were gathened and eating mataaq tbeluga mattalef when nzy ･

grance2ither sighed andsaid to kimseif `just one more time bEz12)ne I die ". I did not undenstand: then

nty grancimother turned to him andsaid `fone dny we will eat one clay there rvill be bowheadfor

us ". I've heard mapty more conversations similar to that one... imay eldeny havepassed on without

tasting their beloved mataq lbowhead mattalef one mone time.

                                         [Adina DuFFy, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 37].

    For the Inuit, the food of the animals they eat is an integral part of their identity. "We are

what we eat" is a saying heard in many societies worldwide. For the Inuit it is a profbund

truth:

PVhales aTe ver;y important to thepeople who eat whales... once we dbn V have the whales 'nutrients

in our bodies, it ls likepart ofour bocfies is missing, [Tina NETsER, in FREEMAN et al, 1998: 39]

71hene afie not worzisfor the eimptiness I wouldfoel ' ij-we dicin } have mattak. . I couid not even imagine

such a thing; it is so much apart ofme. [Alaskan elder, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 38]

4. THE IMPORTANCE OF SHARING
    A basic ethic among Inuit-as indeed, among many other hunter-gatherers-is that food

and certain other essential materials are to be shared [NuTTALL 1998: 85]. This cultural norm

is especially strongly developed in regard to fbod: to withhold fbod is considered tantamount

to threatening life itselC and so is considered dangerously anti-social behaviour and strongly

sanctioned. This ethic of sharing food remains very strong among Inuit today:

PV27 always share here with our neighbours even ij7we only have a small amount... Illhuvialuiof all

want the bowhead mattak andmeat. PPle sharefood with those who dbn tr have it. Sb theAklavik

people will hunt itfor all the ,inuvialuit,... we will distribute the meat to aay ofthe communities that

M?ant it. PPle always share ourfood [Dorothy AREy, in FREEMAN et al. 1992: 61]

    Today, Inuit live in increasingly large communities in which many co-residents are not

kin. It was kinship and participation in the hunt, which in former times were important in

structuring fbrmal sharing arrangements [discussed in detail in BoRDENHoRN 2000; KisHiGAMi

2000; WENzEL 2000]. Today, as Inuit communities become progressivelY and significantly
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larger than in the historic past, it becomes increasingly difficult to share hunted fbods in an

effective manner on a community-wide basis. This results in greater importance accorded to

hunting whales, for these large-bodied animals allow for the fu11er expression of widespread

communal sharing of the products of the hunt, as well as a greater degree of community

participation when assisting with the landing and processing ofcarcasses.

5. CULTURAL NORMS AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION
    Although mattak is among the most highly regarded customary foods, and despite an

approximate doubling of the Western Canadian Arctic Inuvialuit population over the past twenty

years, the number ofbeluga whales taken each year in that region has remained almost constant

at about 120 [STABLER 2001,: 11-I2]. This constancy has occurred at a time when the hunting

technology has significantly improved and without extemally-imposed quota.s.

    Beluga mattak, meat, and blubber continue to be shared in these Inuit communities and

sent as gifts to relatives and friends in neighbouring communities. Importantly, the cultural

norms that insure the hunt is sustainable are not currently threatened by the many effects of

modernization found in these communities. Local hunting practices remain firmly under

community control, based on respect for the hunting 'culture, the animals, and the enviromnent.

Sustainable use of the important customary food resource species is occurring;without the

need to change effective use-limiting practices that have persisted fbr generations [FREEsE and

EwiNs 1998: 51; FREEMAN 2001a: 164-165].

    As an exarrrple ofthese persistent practices, one hunting norm holds that female beluga

are not to be killed if accompanied by calves orjuvenile whales. This norm has been fbrmally

introduced into the hunting by-laws of Western Canadian Arctic Inuit communities [BiNDER

2001; FJMC 2001]. Thus, for example, when strong winds cause a high degree of turbidity in

the shallow inshore waters where hunting occurs, hunts are suspended to avoid accidentally

killing a female beluga that may be accompanied by an unseen calforjuvenile whale.

    It is evident that any system of external management of this sustainable hunt that might

change hunters' strategic hunting decisions could result in 'potentially negative impacts upon

the beluga population-and indeed, upon resource conservation in general (since similar

considerations, based on respect, apply to the hunting or fishing for other species). A widespread

measure used by state managers for "managing" fisheries is through the imposition of quotas

in an effort to insure sustainable hunting. Fortunately this measure has not been applied to

beluga whaling in the Western Canadian Arctic [see FREEMAN 200lb for some of the problems

introduced by quotas].

    wnaling quotas were recently imposed on the Inuit ofArctic Quebec [see KisHIGAMI, this

volume; DuBois and OLplNsKl 2002]. This regional Inuit population's numbers and hunting

capacity have incr'eased in similar fashion to that occurring in the Western Arctic. As with the

Western Canadian Arctic situation, the annual beluga take has also remained more or less

constant over a twenty years period, averaging about 270 whales per year in this particular case

[OLPINSKIL 1999].

    Extemally-imposed hunting quotas on narwhal have recently been removed in the Eastern

Canadian Arctic, as well as from beluga hunts in some ofthe communities in this region. These
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measures were taken by the newly-created regional wildlife and fisheries co-management board

that is seeking to decentralize regulation ofwhaling as a means ofimproving on earlier centralized

(state) management approaches that have demonstrated certain inadequacies. One such inadequacy

involves the difficulty of obtaining accurate data on the number ofwhales not recovered after

being shot. By devolving responsibility fbr good hunting practices to the community-based

hunters' organization in each ofthe several communities (as has always been the practice in the

Western Canadian Arctic), access to accurate statistics required for conservation purposes will

likely be enhanced [e.g. STABLER 2001: 11].

6. CONTROLLING ACCESS TO RESOURCES
    There is now a growing appreciation in many parts ofthe world that in addition to centralized

or state management systems fbr regulating resource use, there exist other, local-level, systems

which mediate the interactions between local peoples and the fbod species upon which they

depend. These local or indigenous institutions are based upon systems of knowing variously

referred to as practical or user knowledge, indigenous knowledge, traditional ecological knowledge

[TEK] or traditional ecological and management systems [TEKMS] [see e.g., FREEMAN and

CARByN 1988; JoHNsoN 1992; IN6Lis 1993; NuTTALL 1998: 72-79; JoHANNEs et al. 2000].

Thus in northern Canada and Alaska, efforts at more co-operative fbrms ofmanagement (or

co-management) are beginning to replace state management systems [HuNTINGToN 1992;

NoTzKE 1995; UsHER 1995; FREEMAN et al. 1998: 115ff].

    Critics of local-level management, who tend to support the imposition of state-level

management, cite various well-known historical incidents of resource over-exploitation. However,

the examples cited are often cases that characterize frontier development, colonial economies,

and other examples of laissez-faire industrial (or state) capitalism, situations in which pre-

existing indigenous property rights are dismantled, ignored or are not enforceable [BERKEs

1996: 94-95]. Such situations include, for example, European colonists or mercantile interests

encountering and subsequently decimating northern stocks of Steller's sea cow and Greenland

right whales in the 16th and 17th centuries, and industrial whaling in the Arctic and other parts

ofthe world in the 19th and first-halfofthe 20th centuries.

    However, it would be incorrect to conclude that subsistence or pre-modern marine resource

users were always prudent in the use ofresources [e.g. McGooDwiN 1990: 49-64]. Nevertheless,

despite examples ofresource over-use, there is also a considerable body ofevidence which

suggests that in many settled human societies, resource users' relationships with the local

resources are effectively mediated by social institutions that adequately regulate human use of

the resource [e.g. RuDDLE and JoHANNEs 1985; NRC 1986; McCAy andAcHEsoN 1987; BERKEs

et al. 1989; FEENy et aL 1990; OsTRoM 1990; FREEMAN et al. 1988, 1991; BRoMLEy 1992].

    State management policies affecting resource use cannot be understeod without reference

to existing systems ofproperty rights or tenure, which in turn reflect the fundamental political

arrangements fbund in societies in which these systems occur [UsHER 1984: 389]. The notion

that an item becomes a commodity or property only after it has been subjected to human labour

is common in Western thinking. Thus, by extension, wild nature-not yet subject to human

labour-is not property, nor does it have an actual commodity value until appropriated in some
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way. This conclusion provides the implicitjustification for state managers to appropriate

resources into "management" regimes.

    In contrast to this Euro-American need to conceptually transform wild species into

commodities or property, indigenous resource users in North America hold quite different

conceptions ofnature. Indeed, the fundamental Euro-American distinction between people and

resources (or between humankind and nature) is either lacking altogetheg or is far less pronounced

in indigenous world views than occurs in Western metropolitan society:

7-7zis is the way I think Aperson is born with animals. He has to eat animals. lkat is wlty the animals

andapenson arejust like one. [Peter OKpiK, in BRoDy 1976: 203].

    Thus, in Inuit society what remains important is to maintain the relationship that secures

the oneness between human and non-human persons [FIENup-RIoRDAN 1990: 48; WENzEL 1991:

60-61]. In indigenous traditions, people living in socially- and territorially-defined groups

eajoyed the rights and ability to access and dispose of living resources in their territories

according to socially-sanctioned norms. The local fbod species were considered communal

resources, with access, benefits, and responsibilities shared among a community ofusers. Access

was limited only if such limitation was considered necessary to maintain social harmony and

the all-important humanfnon-human relationship.

    Thus a number of social institutions and cultural norms have consequently been adopted

over time in order to insure the sustainability of the humanfresource relationship and thereby

control socially-disruptive over-use ofresources. One important question asked today is whether

these adaptive institutions that appeared to imction well in the past remain effective for insuring

sustainable resource use in the face of changing economic, technological, demographic and

administrative circumstances that are occurring [e.g., SEJERsEN 2001]. This question will be

addressed below.

7. INDIGENOUSETHICALCONSIDERATIONSSUPPORTINGSUSTAINABLE
   RESOURCE USE PRACTICES

    Included among Inuit institutional arrangements that support sustainable resource use

practices is a prescriptive system of ethics governing attitudes and behaviour toward living

resources. Individually such noimative practices may not constitute an effective "management

system", but together they appear to exert an effective influence on what can be considered a

rational system ofresource use.

    One such ethical norm is that the taking of fbod animals is only canied out in response to

the need for food. In the absence ofneed, no hunting should occur:

]it was inuit law not to abuse orplay with animals, and even todoy I'm oj7'aid to bneak these laws.

I've tanght nry chiimen andgrandehiimen not to abuse them eithen Also we are taaght not to wound

an animal tfwe anen Y going to eat it.

                    [Matilda SuLuRAyoK and John KAuNAK, in McDoNALD et al, 1997: 6].
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    Of course, `need' is not only current or immediate need: at certain seasons it may be

necessary to gather and store supplies fbr predictal)Ie scarcity that will invariably occur later in

the year. Hunters are also aware ofthe needs ofothers who also require traditional foods:

... wlry didJbecome a whaling captain2 Because ofthe qpportunity to .feed the communi(y,. the

n,hale basically is a community whale.,. you have the honouT oflfeeding your communiCv.. itiv not

that we go whalingfor individual gain; it isfor community gain,

                                           [Don LoN6, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 32].

    A second ethical norm is that waste of food should be avoided; this encourages widespread

sharing as has been noted earlier. Northern ethnographies are fu11 ofreferences to the emphasis

attached to generosity and insuring that others have access to available fbod at all times; this

importance is still very evident among Inuit today:

ifhen a hunter kills a whale, the meat is never wasted EveTyone gets apiece ofthe wkalefor the

familyL Godput them therefor a neason, and thepeople use it wisely,. Ifthepeople clo have too

much thay give the IE:f}ovens to thepeqple who need it,

             [Eastem Canadian Arcticjunior high school student, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 39].

    A third ethical norm is to limit the physical disturbance ofthe animal population when

taking from it, which can be expressed as always being mindfu1 of the consequences of the act

oftaking:

Aayone ivho has obsepved a whale hunt will have seen hovv little disturbance is caused by the take

ofa large whale, or a number ofsmall whales. Although the actual school ofwhales is momentarily

cfisturbea nevertheless thay come back again, clay (V}er ciaM year qf}eryean

                                        [Ingmar EGEDE, in FREEMAN et al. 1998: 13].

    A fourth prevailing belief is that success in the hunt will result because the hunter (and

often others in the hunter's family or community) shows respect toward animals [FiENup-

RioRDAN l990: 172, 184-187; McDoNALD et aL 1997: 6; BoDENHoRN 2000: 30, 33-34]. Respect

includes not abusing an animal and reducing to a minimum the suffering an animal may

experience [to "kill it gently", SALADiN D'ANGLuRE 1984: 496]. Skilled hunters know the

importance ofreducing animals' suffering and how to hunt in this manner:

711)ere was nofoar in trying to kill a -great'whale... ILdyfathen.. knew the rightplace to stick in the

spean Ht] wouldpaddle beside the u7hale, cawfugly looking at heF body. ZPzene is aplace below the

spine where you can see a movement. .. that ls where the kicinay is, and that ls the only piace where it

is scde to... spean 71Piis was done carefi{lly and quiet4n andyou may be supzprised to know that the

whale did not even know that she was being killed 71Piene was no,fight. She kept swimming on, PVle

vvouidfollow hen.. until' she ctiedl [Jim KiLABuK, in FREEMAN et al.1998: 77-78]
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8. THE IMPORTANCE OF RESPECT AND RECIPROCITY
    In effect, these various ethical precepts concerning animals and nature can be captured by

the notion respect.

T)lie wond respect is kqy to uncierstanding wildide and environment. if there is no respect then

environmentalproblems arise... respect towand natuTe is needed in oreier to havefood and a good

living. ' [Lucassie A.RRAGuTAiNAQ, in McDoNALD et al. 1997: 5]

    Respect is considered basic to maintaining a healthy relationship between human and

non-human beings with whom the environment is shared. In earlier times this relationship was

described as being religious or magico-religious [SpEcK l935]. However, it has been noted that

when writing about contemporary Ifiupiat whaling, many scholars tendto simply emphasize

the subsistence importance of whales, without drawing attention to their importance "as an

element ofa dee:ply embedoed andvaluedsocioneligious identity.. " [JoLLEs 1995: 334]. Despite

this observation, there is evidence that northern hunters and students ofthe hunt today believe

the relationship is sacred [TANNER 1979; BRiGHTMAN 1993; LowENsTEiN 1994; FREEMAN et

al. 1998: 53-58; HEss 1999; PELijy 2001].

    The generalized reciprocity that insures that members of society will always receive fbod

when in need extends to non-human beings as well. Thus hunters and their families have an

obligation to show respect to those non-human beings that supply their fbod and other necessities,

and in turn, the non-human beings reciprocate by being willing to be taken by worthy human

persons. The many ways of demonstrating this worthiness include fbllowing the ethical norrns

referred to earlier, e.g., by limiting the take to that required to satisfy legitimate food and social

needs, and reducing wastefu1 practices in other ways. Wastefu1 practices can be further reduced

by developing skill as a hunter, thus reducing the numbers of animals wounded but lost through

escape. Clearly then, the benefits to the human community of having hunters with highly

developed skill levels also contributes to the conservation of food resources and hence both

directly and indirectly to food security.

    Apart from the respect that must be shown toward whales during the hunt, celebrating the

gift of life-sustaining fbod the whale has given to the community requires appropriate expression

outside of the actual hunt. This is most elaborated in several of the Ifiupiat communities in North

Alaska where such ceremonies as clpugauti (beaching the successfu1 hunters whaling boat at

the end ofthe spring hunting season), anirug and ginu (the wnale rfail festivals held in spring

and fa11 respectively) are celebrated. The main community feasts, gagruq and nalukataq, are

held at the end of the whaling season and involve the blanket-toss (using the walrus-hide or

bearded seal skin-covering ofthe whaling boat) and drurn dancing [FREEMAN et al. I998: 73,

79-80; see also, BoDENHoRN 2000: 36-38]. These occasions also involve feasting on special

whale dishes, including mikigak (fermented mattak) and the heart and other parts ofthe whale

[Maggie AHMAoGAK, in JoLLEs 1995: 327-3281.

    However, this need for respect requires notjust appropriate action, but also appropriate

thought. So it is considered inappropriate, when setting out on a hunt, for the hunter to believe

that he is going to be successfu1, or that the taking ofthe animal will be easy or fast, or that a
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particular number of animals will be taken. Such thoughts imply that animals lack an Eibility to

decide fbr themselves whether or not to present themselves to the hunter [FiENup-RioRDAN

1990: 169, 172-3; TuRNER 1991; BoDENHoRN 2000: 33-34]. Thus, in accounting for an

unexpected absence ofbowhead whales in the vicinity of an Inuvialuit whaling camp in 1991,

a whaler's wife explained:

feu must not speak ofgetting an animal on a particular occasion-ij"you want iL or say you will

get i4 you vvon 7 have aay su'ccess... ij"thay ivant to give themselves thay ivilL ifthely don 7you won V

have aay success. [Dorothy AREy, in FREEMAN et al. 1992: 57].

An Alaskan whaler observed that

ZPie animals ofthe land andsea have spirits, and it is.firmly believed that the whale ofi℃rs itseefto

the hunten Aib hunter can be exipected to be successttl withoutfollowing that belief

                                                     [ANuGAzuK 1995: 340].

    Therefore, issuing permits to hunters to allow them to hunt on a particular occasion can

be seen to be a morally-troubling event to those who continue to believe strongly in traditional

Inuit precepts and beliefs.

    Utilizing the fbod from the hunt in an appropriate manner is considered pleasing to the

animal that has offered itselffor that purpose [WENzEL 1991: 139]. This understanding results

in the prevailing belief among hunters that food animals must continue to be hunted to remain

healthy and abundant, fbr only by hunting can the hunter demonstrate respect through the

exercise of appropriate hunting rituals and food-sharing practices.

    Another reason why some hunters do not believe that redncing their hunting will be effective

in assisting recovery of a depleted animal population is because of their belief that animals

possess a spirit (inua),that has to be released after death befbre another animai can become a

vital being. It therefore makes no sense, when animals become scarce, to stop hunting them

and thereby not release their spirits [FiENup-RioRDAN 1990: 72-74, 17l].

9. THE BASIS OF SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE USE IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS

    Sustainable use ofbiological resources has a long history in the Arctic and is grounded in

community-based indigenous systems of tenure. However, because all Arctic regions have in

recent times come under Western science-based state management systems, the story that is

more often heard concerns resource shortage, over-exploitation and the danger of species

extinction [e.g., MAcpHERsoN 1991; THEBERGE 1981; FiENup-RioRDAN 1999; SEJERsEN 2001:

433].

    In some cases, talk ofresource over-use is puzzling to the actual users who--being close

to the resources and in communication with other resource usersHio not interpret these northern

realities in the same way:

As inui4 we have knowlealge about animals vanishingforperiods oftime. Erom the Elders, we knove,.
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all the .Iinarinel mammals, including beluga whales are like that. One duy there are maay of

them"so they vanishfor aperiod oftime and come back latex

                                     [Simeone AKpiK, in McDoNALD et al. 1997: 6].

    Eltiens say that aay kind ofanimal moves awayfor a whiie bu4 acconding to the governmen4 animals

    are in decline. 7b the 1itui4 they have moved but not cleclinea.. I>rom whatIhave heaTzt thene used

    to be lots ofwalrus here. IVbw there isn V, but they 're not gone. 71hay havejust moved.. in our

    community there is aplace called UZIikuluk where there harzlly used to be aay walrus. ?Vbve there

    ane maay 7)ije government says thay became extinct when neally thay havejust movea

                                          [Peter ALoGuT, in McDoNALD et aL 1997: 46]

    According to a team ofsocial scientists studying the sustainable use ofmarine mammals,

there are five important criteria that need to be met for resource use to be sustainable over time

[YbuNG et al. 1994]. These five conditions are:

    (1) The user group must share common social and cultural bonds that satisfy a variety of

       non-material aspects ofeveryday life.

    (2) The user group should operate within a reasonal)le distance ofits residential community

       and within an identifiable territory.

    (3) Hunting practices must be socially reprodncible over time, meaning that local knowledge

       (including rules and beliefs) is ordinarily passed inter-generationally within the

       communlty.
    (4) The hunting practices must be valued by community members multi-dimensionally,

       meaning that such practices should have, fbr example, historical, social, economic,

       nutritional, symbolic, aesthetic, ceremonial, and spiritual significance.

    (5) Recognizing that changes to the resource species and the total environment may occur

       irtespective of human-derived offtake, monitoring of the humanfresource complex

       should take place so that socially equitable adaptive changes to on-going practices can

       be effected.

    These characteristics are fbund in indigenous knowledge-based systems of resource

stewardship common among Inuit in the past and today. It is these stewardship systems which

Inuit continue to protect and practice at this time.

10. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
    inuit whaling societies, rrambering about one hundred in Nonh America today) are undergoing

significant and ongoing change. It is reasonable to ask whether extant cultural ties to whaling

that have ancient roots will contirme to persist. Despite the evident uncertainties associated with

attempts to forecast future events, a historical perspective allows a guardedly positive answer

to be given to this question. SpecificallM in reviewing other threatening past events which have

impacted Inuit whaling societies, whatever cultural change that has occurred appears not to

have caused loss ofadaptability} which in turn has allowed successive Inuit cultures to survive

massive climatic (and more recentlM anthropogenic) alterations affecting their.world for more

than two thousand years. Not every element of a peoples' current cultural inventory needs to

survive for them to continue functioning as a selfdetermining people.
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    Cultures are dynamic, adaptive and resilient, and those elements that may become diminished,

or may appear to disappear fbr a time, may subsequently be revived or re-invented. Core elements

ofa culture-those elements that are critical to a peoples' distinctive identity-are perhaps

impossible to displace through external means. Hunting and sharing is at the core ofInuit culture,

fbr it remains basic to indigenous peoples' cultural survival and health in the Arctic regions

which remain their cherished homeland.

    The essential Inuit cultural core is arguably most secure with respect to their whaling

culture. This is so because ofthe large measure of fbod security and well-being these animals

provide, the high degree of sharing and social solidarity the acts ofhunting, processing, distributing

and celebrating whales engenders, and because ofthe emichment ofthe human spirit that fo11ows

from consuming and contemplating whales. It is fbr these reasons that those societies where

whales are valued multi-dimensionally cannot even consider giving up whaling, for to do so is

to surrender their identity, devalue their history and culture, and denigrate their fbrebears.

TZre whale is the centre ofour lijie and culture. PPle are the People ofthe ifhale. 71he taking and

sharing ofthe whale is our Eucharist andPassoven 'ZJie whalingufestival is our Easter and C7iristmas,

theArctic celebration ofthe nij?steries oflijle. [HopsoN l979; see also, HEss l999].

Beluga is ve7 y importantfor all ofus, because ofour culture, how it was used by our granciparents

andpanents... forfood cultup"e, lij27style-it is very important to us! ... conservation andprotection

ofbeluga is importantfor our lijZi, asfooa andfor the continuation ofour culture,

                                      [David AGLuKARK, in FREEMAN et aL l998: 59].

    The Inuit Circumpolar Conference [ICC]-an organization representing the Inuit ofAlaska,

Canada, Greenland and Russiatommissioned an international study ofwhaling, whose findings

help infbrm this article. At the end of the ICC report, the authors state that

... to inui4 as topeople elsewhere, whales a7e special. inui4 througfi their involvement in international

qfirorts to sc4i3guard the arctic environment and to engage in whale research, monitoring and

managemen4 have indicated that arctic whales aFe their responsibilicz and that thay will continue

to exercise stewartiship in ragaid to these magnijicent creatures. 7'}his stewarclship mantfests itse4f

throug)l; wozkiug with researehers, andgovernment agencies,.. as well as througk spiritual scllZlguarzis

ofected by prayer and tTaditional rituals.

    For such determined conservation measures to continue, the cultune andpensonal commitment of

    inuit whale guandians must remain strong. thr non-Inui4 the need to unclerstand how their own

    actions heip, or hindeK this.fiont-line cohservation czffort must be seriously consicierea

                                                          [FREEMAN et aL 1998: 192].

    A study of Inuit consumptive use and conservation of wild species, including whales, in

the Canadian Arctic concluded that hunting is a major factor that fbrged the close relationship

between Inuit and their natural environment. The study concluded that conservation ofArctic

wild species and their ecosystems will in large part depend on maintaining the strength ofthis

relationship [FREEsE et al. n.d.: 23]. Thus the best interest ofthe whales and the best interest of
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the Inuit whale guardians are inextricably bound together. Equitable and effbctive resource

management and resource users' food security cannot be separated.

NOTES
1) The term "waste" means diffbrent things in different cultures. A non-indigenous person is likely to

   see a partially-flensed whale on the beach as being a `Cwaste" of fbod and therefbre morally bad.

   However, Inuit would consider this same happening as morally bad only ifnone ofthe carcass were

   used for food. Meat and other edible tissues left on the carcass are not being "wasted", as other non-

   hurnan beings (e.g., gulls, foxes, crustacea-and through the recycling ofall organic matter, eventually

   seals and whales) obtain fbod from the carcass [see also FiENup-RioRDAN 1990: 174-175; FREEMAN

   et aL 1992: 67].
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